
Pillow Menu
YOUR HOME AT OURS
In addition to the pillows in your room, we are happy to offer you a selection of special pillows 
for your well-being on. Please contact our reception, our colleagues are at your disposal to find 
the right pillow choice acccording to your needs.

FEATHER CUSHION 50 x 70 cm (900g)
Feather pillows have been providing comfortable sleep for decades. Its soft, silky feel cover fabric and 
soft feather filling allow for a comfortable, relaxing rest. The feather pillow’s feather-safe angin cover 
fabric allows for easy and simple handling without feather shedding. Recommended for those who pre-
fer traditional, well-proven and very warm feather filling products.
The feather filling provides comfortable and stable support for your cervical vertebrae.
Our pen and flake washing and sterilisation process uses special thermal water technology. Thanks to 
developments using renewable energy based technologies, the pen and flake are processed in an en-
vironmentally friendly, economical and cost-effective way. As part of this technology, an investment in 
a water purification plant ensures that water is returned to the environment as virtually potable water. 

3 LAYER DOWN PILLOW (50x70cm 60+60+600g)
The special feature of the triple layer pillow is that the inner feathery core provides perfect support, 
while the two outer fluffy layers provide exceptional softness.  Filling: 600g goose feathers + 60g + 
60g goose down.
600g + 60g + 60g + 60g goose down pillow. Made with soft, pure cotton (satin) cover and the highest 
quality white Hungarian goose down filling. High firmness grade product.
NOMITE® technology makes it a good choice for allergy sufferers!
Our pen and flake washing and sterilisation process uses special thermal water technology. Thanks to 
developments using renewable energy based technologies, the pen and flake are processed in an en-
vironmentally friendly, economical and cost-effective way. As part of this technology, an investment in 
a water purification plant ensures that water is returned to the environment as virtually potable water.

MEMORY PILLOW
The memory foam cushion adapts perfectly to the contours of the body, reducing pressure on individual 
body parts. It supports the spine and provides exceptional comfort during sleep. The matching cover 
has a mild lavender fragrance.
Memory foam, also known as viscoelastic polyurethane foam, was developed by NASA scientists in 
the 1960s. Its original purpose was to provide optimum posture and weight distribution in the seats 
of American spacecraft in extreme conditions. The so-called memory foam became more widespread 
in the 1990s, when it was used in healthcare and domestic applications. The density of memory foam 
is significantly higher than that of traditional sponges, so a memory foam cushion regains its original 
shape after each use. This has the great advantage of supporting the cervical vertebrae during sleep, 
keeping the spine straight. It reduces neck muscle pain and speeds up muscle recovery.
Recommended for those who want a quality memory foam pillow at a good price. It is also ideal for those 
who like to sleep on their sides and back, and for those who prefer lower pillows.
It is also an excellent choice for someone who is just getting started in the world of memory foam pil-
lows.

BAMBOO PILLOW (50 x 70 cm)
Bamboo cushion with hollow construction, extremely flexible and lightweight bamboo stems are vers-
atile in almost all walks of life.
The bamboo fibre cover material of the cushion is silky to the touch, provides a cool feel and protects 
against bacterial growth.
The filling of the product is also made using fibres from the stems of this popular evergreen plant. All 
this gives the product excellent moisture absorption and release properties, ensuring a pleasantly dry 
sleep.
Another special feature of the pillow is that the case is zippered, so the filling can be removed or added, 
depending on whether a higher or lower pillow is required. 


